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History and Mission
CERAWeek by IHS Markit is the premier annual gathering of the global energy community 
advancing new ideas, insight and dialogue on the global energy future. Participants include 
some 4,000 industry executives, thought leaders, and senior government officials. This year is the 
38th anniversary of this influential event.

Partnership at CERAWeek offers a high-value combination of distinctive visibility and branding, 
knowledge contribution, media support, delegation support, access to private meeting and 
peer-level communities, hosting and networking into a single tailored strategy that supports 
the Partner’s objectives. Partnership also extends the benefits of the CERAWeek experience 
throughout the year and across your organization, including senior relationship building and 
special programs such as the Future Leaders and Innovation Pioneers.

CERAWeek provides a comprehensive and integrated framework for understanding what’s ahead 
for global energy, including markets; geopolitics; technology; costs; environmental policy; and 
the implications for strategy, industry structure, investment and leadership. It also is a platform 
for partners to meet and connect with peers from around the world.

CERAWeek is comprised of several mutually reinforcing sessions across the spectrum of energy 
issues, designed to engage, share ideas and foster relationships. The centerpiece is the week-
long Executive Conference featuring conference-wide Plenaries, Strategic Dialogues and Expert 
Briefings. These provide a comprehensive perspective on the changing energy landscape 
across all segments of the industry on a global and regional basis. Accompanying the Executive 
Conference are private partnership programs, including Leadership Circle communities —
high-level gatherings designed to promote discussion and interaction among senior energy 
executives — as well as partner receptions, informal briefings and private dialogues. Partners 
also benefit from suites and meeting rooms for private meetings, hosting and networking.

Participants
CERAWeek convenes more than 4,000 total delegates from 900 organizations representing over 
75 countries. These include over 400 CEOs, over 1,000 C-suite executives, and over 50 Ministers 
and government representatives. Participants encompass all regions and industry segments: oil, 
natural gas, electric power, coal, nuclear and renewables; as well as technology, finance, mobility 
and more.

Speakers
CERAWeek speakers are among the most influential industry executives, policymakers and 
thought leaders. IHS Markit senior experts present and moderate the event.
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Chairman
Daniel Yergin, IHS Markit Vice Chairman, serves as Chairman of 
CERAWeek. Dr. Yergin is a highly-respected authority on energy, 
international politics and economics. He was described by Fortune 
as “one of the planet’s foremost thinkers about energy and its 
implications”; by TIME as the “one man whose opinion matters more 
than any other on global energy markets”; and by the New York Times 
as “America’s most influential energy pundit.” Dr. Yergin is author of the 
Pulitzer Prize – winning book “The Prize”; as well as “The Quest: Energy, 
Security, and the Remaking of the Modern World.”

Impact

“The world’s preeminent energy conference”
CNBC

“The conference, described as ‘the 
Davos of energy,’ has always attracted 
a high-powered line-up of executives 
and policy makers to Houston” 
Financial Times

“The year’s preeminent 
energy gathering” 
Wall Street Journal

“The … industry’s Super Bowl”
Politico

400+
CEOs

1,000+
C-suite delegates

50
ministers and 
senior public 
officials

270+
Public 
sessions

20+
Partner 
programs

650+
Speakers

300+
Accredited 
Journalists

4,000+
delegates from 900 
companies and 75 countries

18,000
global media mentions 
across 110 countries
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Innovation Agora @ CERAWeek
The Innovation Agora @ CERAWeek features a remarkable assembly of innovators and thought 
leaders and serves as an open marketplace for ideas, dialogue, and connections. The program 
covers topics from the world of innovation and how the “great wave” of new technology 
– including blockchain, e-mobility, robotics, additive manufacturing, connectivity, cloud 
and digital technology – is transforming the energy industry. The Agora includes distinctive 
programming, interactive dialogues, and unique experiences designed to highlight the new ideas 
that are reshaping the energy future.

In 2018 the innovation Agora featured over 200 speakers, more than 130 sessions, and 
highlighted disruptive technologies and innovations. The Agora hosted a range of additional, 
exciting communities including start-ups, technologists, investors, academics, energy companies 
and government officials – all dedicated to shared learning and exploration. Partnership in the 
Agora program creates a unique opportunity to engage with this audience; to influence and 
impact the energy future through thought leadership on technology and innovation and to 
deepen relationships with key stakeholders. 

Partners benefit from branding and acknowledgement as an Agora Partner in the dedicated 
space pre-event, onsite and post event. In addition, Agora partners have the opportunity to take 
part in a variety of events such as; hosting private meetings with key industry and technology 
leaders; demonstrating the impact of partner technology and innovation on the energy industry; 
interactive dialogues with peers and other industry participants, moderated by IHS Markit; 
invitation-only leadership discussions and events; case studies and presentations in an intimate 
setting; one-on-one conversations with influential and inspirational thought leaders; digitally 
recorded executive interviews and partner messaging; and hosting social gatherings and 
receptions to connect and explore specific communities.

Cloud Meets Energy
Atul Arya, SVP & Chief Energy Strategist, IHS Markit;  
Diane Greene, CEO, Google Cloud; and Ashok Belani, CTO, Schlumberger Digital Ecosystem: The future of work
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CERAWeek Partner Overview 
CERAWeek Partners contribute to advancing the CERAWeek mission, helping to build a culture of idea exchange, 
learning and relationship-building between industry, government and society to secure the global energy future. 

Partners benefit from high-level engagement before, during and after the conference, maximizing the impact and 
experience of their executives’ participation. Partner organizations are supported by the CERAWeek Executive 
Steering Committee and a team of dedicated CERAWeek Partner Liaison Managers. This unique platform creates an 
opportunity for Partners to deepen relationships with key stakeholders, developing and sharing ideas and thought 
leadership, while enhancing their visibility and profile. 

CERAWeek Partners also benefit from access to exclusive CERAWeek private programs, networking and meeting 
spaces. The former are reserved exclusively for CERAWeek’s senior-most participants, providing an invitation-only 
track of designated professional communities. These interactive sessions draw on Partners’ expertise and thought 
leadership contributions.

CERAWeek Partnership – Participating Organizations
CERAWeek Partnership supports leading companies and organizations within direct or adjacent sectors relevant to 
the global energy industry. A partial list of recent CERAWeek Partner and Member Organizations include:

Energy Producers 
ADNOC

ANH

BHP

BP

Cairn India 

Chevron 

Cheniere 

ConocoPhillips 

Direct Energy 

Dow

Ecopetrol

Enbridge

ENI

Equinor (formerly Statoil)

ExxonMobil 

Freeport LNG

Hess

Hunt Oil

Indian Oil

ITC Holdings

JOGMEC

Kuwait Petroleum 

LUKOIL

Mubadala Investment 
Company Petroleum & 
Petrochemicals 

Petrobras

PEMEX

Repsol

Occidental Petroleum 

ONGC (India)

Nigerian National 
Petroleum Company

Saudi Aramco

Shell

Spectra Energy

Tellurian

Turkish Petroleum

Total

Venture Global

XCOAL/XLNG 

YPF

Governments
Australia

Russia

United Kingdom

Financial Institutions
Credit Suisse

HSBC

Energy Capital Partners 

Jeffries

Morgan Stanley

The Carlyle Group

CSL Management

Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co.

Academic Institutions, 
Professional Services 
& Media
AMEXHI

API

ERM

Egon Zehnder

Houston Partnership

MIT
PwC

Rice University

Stanford University

Vinson & Elkins

Wall Street Journal

Technology Providers
ABB

Agility

AspenTech

Baker Hughes

Emerson

First Solar

General Electric 

Halliburton

Honeywell

Maana

Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries

Salesforce

SBM Offshore

Schneider Electric

Schlumberger

Siemens

Uptake
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CERAWeek offers Partnership Programs designed to meet specific 
objectives and requiring different levels of Partner commitment.

Foundational Partnership
Foundational Partners are committed to the highest level of engagement, 
contributing to the development and direction of the CERAWeek program. 
Senior executive teams participate in the public and private programs, 
which may include eligible Partner guests, and receive enhanced delegation 
support on-site. They may collaborate with CERAWeek to develop 
customized Special Programs aligned with specific objectives. Special 
recognition on the widely viewed CERAWeek public digital media portals 
extends brand visibility beyond the conference and into the public domain. 
Additionally, Foundational Partners may serve as co-hosts of CERAWeek 
Networking Receptions held before, during or after the conference. 
Foundational Partners support CERAWeek Special Programs (such as Future 
Energy Leaders, Women in Energy, and Innovation Pioneers).

Strategic Partnership
The Strategic Partnership supports organizations committing medium- 
to large-sized delegations. Strategic Partners receive enhanced brand 
recognition, executive team planning and support and eligibility to participate 
in CERAWeek Private Programs. They also benefit from access to a choice of 
private boardroom-style meeting and hospitality space on a main conference 
floor or a dedicated upper-floor private partner corner business suite, 
featuring a boardroom for meetings. They may select a reception, a hosted 
breakfast or dinner, content sessions, participation in Special Programs, 
branding and enhanced networking, which includes access to the Partner 
Lounge, and other privileges.

Industry Partnership
Industry Partnership provides enhanced executive participation, brand 
recognition, access to shared meeting space, limited access to CERAWeek 
Private Programs and support for smaller delegations. This level excludes 
hosting functions such as private receptions.
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Dr. Fatih Birol, Executive Director,  
International Energy Agency

Mary Barra, Chairman & CEO, General MotorsAmin Nasser, President & CEO, Saudi Aramco

Hon. Lisa Murkowski, Chairman, US Senate  
Energy and Natural Resources Committee (Alaska)

HE Dr. Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber, Minister 
of State, United Arab Emirates & CEO, Abu 
Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC)

HE Mohammad Barkindo, 
Secretary General, OPEC
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CERAWeek Partnership:  
Key Components
a  Public Program

CERAWeek 2019 Executive Passes for use by Partner executives are included with Partnership. Delegates 
may include Partner executives, customers, prospects, partners, board members and other stakeholders 
(subject to IHS Markit approval). The Lyceum is a new space created at CERAWeek for executive learning and 
development across all CERAWeek audiences, featuring seminars, meetups, workshops, and mentoring.  
The Agora Experiences are first hand explorations of new and innovative technologies that are not broadly 
on the market, and could be in the development or prototype stages.

b  Private Programs
CERAWeek Private Programs convene a number of communities from across the energy landscape to 
discuss common interests and concerns. Participation is determined by seniority, area of focus and 
expertise. Examples of Private Programs include:

Leadership Circle 
The Leadership Circle program was created in response to requests from our Partners for small, intimate 
sessions exclusively for senior-level executives and top decision makers. The program consists of a series 
of private Summits and networking events during CERAWeek. The objective is to allow focused, highly 
interactive, off-the-record discussion on key issues shaping the energy future. Leadership Circle Summits 
provide a unique opportunity to explore common concerns, develop new relationships, gain insights, and 
share experiences and perspectives. Some communities are restricted to producing companies, in which 
case a limited number of nonproducing organizations may be invited to contribute relevant expertise.

Leadership Circle Communities represent the key energy segments participating in CERAWeek.  
Leadership Circle Summits for 2019 (subject to change) include:

 ‒ Upstream Oil and Gas

 ‒ Global Gas

 ‒ North America Independents

 ‒ Global Power

 ‒ Upstream Technology

 ‒ Downstream Oil

 ‒ Financial Officers

 ‒ Innovation

 ‒ Financial/Institutional Investor

Upstream Leadership Circle
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CERAWeek “EPICs” (Energy Partner 
Informal Conversations)
CERAWeek convenes small private roundtable meetings 
with ministers and senior public officials for informal 
discussion. Organized subject to the availability of 
officials, EPICs offer a unique opportunity for relaxed 
dialogue and interaction. Qualified Partners receive 
priority consideration to attend EPICs.

CERAWeek Special Programs
Special Programs leverage the CERAWeek platform 
and pivot topically from year to year to address key 
issues relevant to the energy future. Partners help 
shape these programs and contribute to their success.

Future Energy Leaders – offers high-potential 
industry executives and public officials the opportunity 
to participate in CERAWeek, in addition to attending 
special educational programs and receptions designed 
to foster a community of future leaders and promote 
building new relationships.

EPIC with Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister, Canada

Steve Sonnenberg, Senior Advisor, Emerson Automation 
Solutions, presents to the Future Energy Leaders
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Women in Energy –  
promotes informal dialogue 
and networking, including 
a private Women in Energy 
reception and annual Women 
in Energy dinner, to advance 
the growing professional 
community of women in 
energy. Partnership includes 
advisory participation, 
branding and partner 
acknowledgement.

Innovation Pioneers –  
features dynamic, early stage 
companies with innovative and 
distinctive new technologies 
across the energy spectrum. 
Each pioneer provides a 
snapshot of their technology 
and business model and 
contributes insight into how 
this technology could transform 
the energy future.

Gender Balance dinner panel: 
Pat Vincent-Collawn, Chairman, President & CEO, PNM Resources; HE Suhail Mohamed Al 
Mazrouei, Minister of Energy, United Arab Emirates; Rupshikha Borah, CFO, Oil India; Pratima 
Rangarajan, CEO, Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI); and Starlee Sykes, Regional President, 
Gulf of Mexico and Canada, BP plc

Opportunities in the New Energy Landscape
Carolyn Seto, Director Upstream Research Group, IHS Markit, Chair; Galina Antova, Chief 
Business Development Officer and Co-Founder, Claroty; Keith Cole, CEO, Water Lens; David King, 
CEO, FogHorn Systems; and Dan Meyer, CEO, ES Xplore
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Summits and Ad-hoc Private Programs 
CERAWeek Partners receive priority access to a number of ad-hoc private events, 
including Summits focusing on specific topics of mutual interest, private receptions and 
meals with officials and senior executives and industry forums. Eligibility is based on 
seniority, relevance, and Partnership level.

Energy Innovation Forum

c  CERAWeek Concierge Services
CERAWeek offers a number of bespoke elements designed to ensure partners maximize 
the benefit of attending CERAWeek and enhancing their experience.

 ‒ Private Partner Briefings by IHS Markit Experts – Convened on-site during the 
conference individually for partner company delegates. Briefings are scheduled in 
advance and drawn from a list of relevant  topics.

 ‒ CERAWeek Program Steering Committee Access – Access to members of the 
CERAWeek Program Committee to nominate and propose topics and themes, prepare 
and align your internal stakeholders and gain insight into the event program.

 ‒ Partner Liaison Manager – A senior CERAWeek Partner delivery manager is assigned 
to each partner to maximize the impact and efficiency of the Partner executives’ 
participation, and to assist in navigating the scale and complexity of CERAWeek. Partner 
Liaisons will conduct regular calls and serve as a central point of contact to facilitate 
access to the broader CERAWeek planning team.
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d  Peer Hosting, Interaction and Networking 
Many Partners describe the network at CERAWeek as being one of the most important benefits 
of attendance. The CERAWeek partnership program includes multiple ways for delegates to take 
advantage of the network and meet with important members of the energy community.

Private and Shared Meeting Rooms & Hospitality Facilities
Due to the high demand and limited on-site meeting facilities, these spaces are reserved 
exclusively for Partners. Access to a meeting space is determined by level of Partnership. 
Available spaces include: 

 ‒ Dedicated conference-level private Partner boardroom/hospitality room – Adjacent to the 
conference floor with limited availability, these spaces are outfitted boardroom style during 
the day, and converted to networking/social spaces during evenings.

 ‒ Private multi-room business suite with boardroom – Located on an upper level of the 
hotel, consisting of a boardroom furnished meeting room flanked on either side by connected 
rooms that can be used as an operations center, parlor/waiting room for the main boardroom 
or additional private meeting room. 

 ‒ Private Partner meeting rooms on dedicated Partner meeting floor – A group of smaller, 
private meeting rooms on a secure upper-level floor may be reserved by partners in 30-minute 
increments. Availability is limited.

 ‒ Partner and Member Lounge – Private lounge area which can be scheduled in advance or 
used on an ad-hoc basis (pending availability), as well as more casual restaurant-style tables 
for informal meetings and interactions. Available to all CERAWeek Partners.

 ‒ Agora Houses – Partners may reserve an Agora House, a unique space dedicated to 
hospitality, private meetings and receptions, as well as approved custom partner programing, 
demonstrations and experiences. A limited number of Agora Houses are available.

On-Site and Off-Site Private Partner Hosted Receptions
Intimate gatherings hosted by Partners offering informal and relaxed discussions. A CERAWeek 
liaison will provide sample invitations and online tools to support the invitation process.
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Partner-Hosted Strategic Session Breakfasts and Dinners
Partner hosted breakfasts are available on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday mornings 
during CERAWeek. Partner hosted dinners are available on Monday and Wednesday 
evenings. Meals are open to all CERAWeek delegates and chaired by an IHS Markit expert, 
the format may include a panel discussion with expert commentaries and discussion. 
The Partner is invited to offer welcoming remarks and participate in a discussion.

Restricted-Access Meeting Passes for Non-Delegate Partner Guests
Strategic and Foundational Partners are allocated restricted-access meeting passes, 
allowing individuals not registered to the Conference (such as partner staff or business 
guests) access to Partner’s hospitality suite to attend private meetings and Partner’s 
private reception. Meeting pass access is restricted to the hospitality suite area, and does 
not allow entry into the general conference, conference sessions or general receptions.

Delegate List Access
Partners have access to the list of CERAWeek delegates (name, title and company), 
updated periodically.
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e  Partner Branding Program
Partners benefit from prominent branding and acknowledgement as a supporting CERAWeek 
Partner onsite, online, in select third-party media advertisements and bespoke differentiated 
branding opportunities. Core Partner branding benefits include:

 ‒ Identification and recognition  
as a CERAWeek Partner in key  
promotional materials.

 ‒ Logo included in pre-event marketing 
materials (may include national and 
international publications).

 ‒ Logo displayed on projection screens in main 
ballroom during select conference-wide 
keynote and plenary sessions.

 ‒ Logo placement on select on-site  
event signage.

 ‒ Logo and company description  
(up to 250 words) featured in on-site or 
electronic collateral.

 ‒ Logo and hyperlink to Partner’s website  
on CERAWeek conference website and 
mobile app.

Bespoke branding enhancements are available.

f  Media Program
CERAWeek receives extensive print, digital and television coverage from over 300 reporters 
representing over 100 media outlets, making it one of the most intensely covered executive 
gatherings in the world. This concentration of media coverage provides significant opportunity 
for formal and informal press interactions. The CERAWeek media program supports Partners to 
help maximize media coverage and opportunity.

 ‒ Coordination with the IHS Markit media and 
social media including periodic conference 
calls (with multiple partners)

 ‒ Private one-on-one kick off focused on social 
media to identify overlap in topics of interest

 ‒ Access to media facilities during CERAWeek 
for press conference or media briefings

 ‒ Access to CERAWeek HD studio to record 
additional interviews with partner executives 
(space is limited; must schedule in advance)

 ‒ List and email contact information of 
registered media

Media

18,000
media mentions  
in 110 countries

300+
accredited 
journalists onsite

4 hours+

of live time on 
location by CNBC

15,000
news articles

1.3 billion

Twitter impressions

Combined broadcast news 
coverage at CERAWeek 
by IHS Markit by CNBC, 
Bloomberg TV and others 
totaled approximately 

100 segments
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g   CERAWeek Digital Hub  
Produced during the Conference and available to all registered delegates, the CERAWeek Digital 
Hub provides users video, presentations, executive interviews and session summaries:

 ‒ CERAWeek Live interviews of Partner executives by an IHS Markit expert.

 ‒ A link to the video interview provided following CERAWeek for use on Partner’s website.

 ‒ Enterprise-wide access by Partner to the CERAWeek 2019 Digital Hub. 

h  Partner Support Passes
CERAWeek Partners will be allocated a number of support passes depending on the level of 
Partnership. These passes are designed for use by assistants, media and PR staff. They provide 
access to the hotel, the Partner floors and other communal areas. Staff using these badges will 
only be allowed to enter sessions with executives on full passes.
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ceraweek.com

For more information contact:

Todd Szczebak, Executive Director – CERAWeek
Mobile 617 413 2034
Office 303 858 6053
Email todd.szczebak@ihsmarkit.com


